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Requirements Engineering Process: A
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Dulaji Hidellaarachchi, John Grundy, Rashina Hoda, Kashumi Madampe

Abstract—Requirements Engineering (RE) requires the collaboration of various roles in SE, such as requirements engineers,
stakeholders and other developers, and it is thus a very highly human dependent process in software engineering (SE). Identifying how
“human aspects” – such as personality, motivation, emotions, communication, gender, culture and geographic distribution – might
impact on the RE process would assist us in better supporting successful RE. The main objective of this paper is to systematically
review primary studies that have investigated the effects of various human aspects on the RE process. We wanted to identify if any
critical human aspects have been found, and what might be the relationships between different human aspects impacting the RE
process. A systematic literature review (SLR) was conducted and identified 474 initial primary research studies. These were eventually
filtered down to 74 relevant, high-quality primary studies. No primary study to date was found to focus on identifying what are the most
influential human aspects on the RE process. Among the studied human aspects, the effects of communication have been considered
in many studies of RE. Other human aspects such as personality, motivation and gender have mainly been investigated to date in
relation to more general SE studies that include RE as one phase. Findings show that studying more than one human aspect together
is beneficial, as this reveals relationships between various human aspects and how they together impact the RE process. However, the
majority of these studied combinations of human aspects are unique. From 56.8% of studies that identified the effects of human
aspects on RE, 40.5% identified the positive impact, 30.9% negative, 26.2% identified both impacts whereas 2.3% mentioned that
there was no impact. This implies that a variety of human aspects positively or negatively affects the RE process and a well-defined
theoretical analysis on the effects of different human aspects on RE remains to be defined and practically evaluated. The findings of
this SLR help researchers who are investigating the impact of various human aspects on the RE process by identifying well-studied
research areas, and highlight new areas that should be focused on in future research.

Index Terms—Systematic Literature Review, human aspects, human-centric issues, requirements engineering
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1 INTRODUCTION

R Equirements Engineering (RE) is a critical phase of soft-
ware engineering (SE) where requirements are collected

from various sources and are used to define “what a system
should do” vs “how it should do it”. RE activities include
eliciting, analysing, documenting, validating and maintain-
ing software requirements [1] [2]. RE is considered to be
one of the most important and challenging parts of SE, as it
impacts on every stage of the software development process
[3]. Since SE significantly depends on the performance of
the software teams, undertaking RE has become one of
the critical responsibilities that software teams must give
their attention. A capable software team is thus essential
for improving the effectiveness of the SE process including
RE. There needs to be an effective collaboration of individ-
uals with appropriate technical skills and understanding of
human issues [4]. Software developers, including Require-
ments Engineers, must work effectively together and with
their stakeholders.

Different human aspects will thus impact the RE and SE
processes [5]. As RE is a socio-technical activity, it is vital
to identify how these various human aspects affect RE, for
better or worse, and be able to leverage them to improve
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the RE process. Identification of the effect of different indi-
vidual human aspects and combinations of different human
aspects in SE activities is an emerging area of study where
researchers are paying more attention. Researchers have in-
vestigated human aspects such as personality [6] [7], emotions
[8], motivation [9] [10], gender [11], culture [12], communication
issues [13] [14], human errors [15], attitude [16], team climate
[17] and others in various SE contexts, where these have
sometimes become make-or-break issues that affect many
software projects [18]. However, human aspects and their
effect on the RE process is still an area that has had relatively
limited attention.

In this paper we wanted to systematically analyse work
done to date that has considered and tried to identify the
key effects of human aspects on RE. We focus on RE as it
is an inherently and necessarily social process that involves
critical contributions of diverse teams and individuals. Fur-
thermore, failures in the RE process will potentially lead to
systematic failures in the products that are produced as a
result [19]. By conducting this novel Systematic Literature
Review (SLR) we aimed to identify what effects various
human aspects on the RE process have been studied and
found to date. First, we developed an SLR protocol to
find and analyse primary studies investigating the effect
of diverse human aspects on the RE process, following
Kitchenham and Charters’ guidelines [20] and Kitchenhams’
procedures [21]. After searching and filtering, we found
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74 high quality primary studies and extracted information
from them. We analysed the range of studies conducted, the
different human aspects in RE that they have investigated,
evaluated the methodologies these studies used, their so-
lutions, and whether they had been conducted in industry
and/or academia. We identified a number of human aspects
and combinations that have been demonstrated to impact
the RE process. We also identified a number of under-
researched or non-researched human aspects and combina-
tions in regards to their impact on RE. We present these and
other research gaps identified from the primary studies to
suggest areas for further investigation in the RE field related
to human aspects.The main contributions of this research are
as follows:

• A single source of collated information on research into
human aspects impact on the RE process

• A guidance for IT professionals, software teams and
stakeholders as well as academic and industry re-
searchers who want to better understand the impact
of diverse human aspects on the RE process.

• A set of recommendations for future research into the
impact of human aspects on RE

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes key related work in the area of the effect of human
aspects on SE and RE processes. Section 3 presents our sys-
tematic literature review (SLR) research methodology used,
and section 4 presents and discusses the key findings from
this SLR. Finally, section 5 discusses key future research
recommendations, and section 6 concludes this paper.

2 RELATED WORK

Although the interaction between humans and computers
has a long history, investigating the relationship between
human aspects and SE has become an emerging area of
considerable research in recent years [22]. Much of software
engineering is in many aspects a human-centred activity
[23]. Requirements Engineering (RE) is arguably the most
human-centric activity in SE, requiring people involved in
it needing to work closely and effectively with diverse
stakeholders, software development team members, and
other requirements engineers [24], [25].

2.1 Human aspects in Software Engineering

Various human aspects have been shown to have impact on
different stages in the SE process. The majority of these stud-
ies to date have focused on impacts during software design
and implementation. According to the SLR conducted by
[26], these development stages have been focused on in 94%
of their identified papers. They also claimed that, despite
the impact of human aspects in SE, researchers have still
not paid enough attention to this area.

A number of SLRs have been conducted targeting the
identification of various human aspects of software en-
gineers, such as motivation, creativity, personality, behaviour,
gender equity, human values, self-management barriers and self-
compassion. Cruz et al. [27] in their systematic mapping
study reviewed research on personality in SE. They anal-
ysed many published empirical and theoretical studies re-
lated to role of personality on different aspects of SE. Based

on their findings, pair programming, education, software
engineers’ personality characteristics, and team effective-
ness related to personality were identified as the most
focused on areas. They identified that the number of articles
related to personality and SE has significantly increased
after 2002. An SLR was conducted by Barroso et al. [6] that
focused on the influence of human personality in SE. In this
study, they evaluated personality models and tests applied
by SE researches and identified how human personality
influences software engineers’ work. The majority of the
studies focused on software designer and coder personal-
ities.

Soomro et al. [17] conducted an SLR on the effect of
software engineers’ personality and how it is associated
with team climate and team performance. Their findings
revealed that there is a relationship between software engi-
neers’ personality and team performance, without consid-
ering team climate. Their study also revealed that software
project team characteristics have a significant impact on soft-
ware team performance, and diverse team climate composi-
tions have been discussed mainly in terms of organizational
behaviour and social science domains, but not much in an
SE context.

Another SLR related to various human behavioural
aspects in SE was conducted by Lenberg et al. [28]. This
aimed to create a common platform for future research in
the area. They suggested a new research area as behavioural
software engineering (BSE) and presented a definition of BSE
as ”the study of behavioral and social aspects of SE activities
performed by individuals, groups or organizations”. The results
of their research indicated that BSE is an emerging research
area where the majority of researches are based on software
engineers, teams or organizations in general. They found
that specific phases or activities in SE have not yet been
frequently considered. Moreover, they identified that there
is an imbalance of studies that focused on human aspects,
as most of the studies considered communication, personality
and job satisfaction related to software engineers. They sug-
gest that researchers should explore more human aspects
and consider their impact on a wider range of SE activities.

Hall et al. [29] conducted a systematic review to iden-
tify theory use in studies investigating the motivations
of software engineers. By analysing 92 studies related to
motivation in SE, they found that many studies have fo-
cused on motivation of software engineers, but not explicitly
underpinned by existing motivational theories. However,
the findings of the reviewed primary studies showed a clear
relationship with these theories. Sach et al. [30] also focused
on motivational factors in software development where 23
software practitioners were engaged for a workshop on
motivation and collected data to investigate motivational
factors that effect on their software development practices.
Based on their results, they claim the people factor is the most
commonly listed motivational factor for software practition-
ers, compared to other factors, such as financial, autonomy,
and learning. In [31], an empirical study was conducted
to investigate on how software testers can be motivated.
Semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted with
36 practitioners in 12 software organizations in Norway.
Set of motivational and demotivational factors influencing
software testing personnel were identified and proposed
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that combining testing responsibilities with variety of tasks
engagement increase the satisfaction of testers which even-
tually increase their motivation.

Gender is another human aspect that is emerging in
importance in SE research and practice. In [11], a case
study was used to investigate gender equality in a na-
tional software academy (NSA). This research tried to iden-
tify the experience of gender equality over three years in
NSA and discussed measures to be implemented in future
research to raise awareness and reduce the gender gap
among all levels at the NSA. In the study [32], human
values were measured related to SE where they investigated
the influence of human values in the software production
decision-making process. The researchers considered hu-
man values as a mental representation and investigated
them based on three levels – system level, personal level and
instantiation level. Three human values prototypes were
identified for software practitioner, the intrinsically-driven
socially-concerned practitioner, the autonomous nonconforming
risk-taker and the fun-loving extrinsically-driven practitioner.
The researchers claimed that this approach should be used
more widely so that researchers don’t miss values in future
research. A systematic mapping study was conducted on
soft skills in software engineering by [33], aiming to iden-
tify what soft skills are considered relevant to the practice of
software engineering. They focused on categorizing 30 soft
skill categories based on the definitions taken from those
primary studies. They identified communication skills, team
work, analytical skills, organizational skills, and interpersonal
skills as most studied soft skills in software engineering. In
[34], a systematic review was conducted aiming to identify
soft skills for the IT project success. Their research also
revealed list of soft skills that impact the success of the
project and among those, communication, leadership, conflict
management, thinking, Innovativeness, change orientation, nego-
tiation, motivation and problem solving were identified as most
mentioned soft skills in the literature.

A systematic mapping of human cognitive biases in SE
showed that software engineers are susceptible to a range of
biased decision making at different phases of development
[35]. They highlight a lack of good mitigation techniques
and limited theoretical foundations for interpreting biases in
this area. They suggest some techniques to mitigate bias, but
also highlight the need for further studies of biased human
decision making in SE, including in RE.

2.2 Human aspects in Requirements Engineering

In terms of studies that focused on the effects of human
aspects on the RE process in particular, [24] and [36] fo-
cused on effective communication as a critical success fac-
tor during requirements elicitation. However these studies
were limited to global software development (GSD) and
identified that effective communication plays a significant
role in requirements elicitation specifically for GSD teams.
It was found that geographical distribution, time zone, cultural
diversity and physical differences were reasons for miscom-
munication when conducting requirements elicitation in
GSD. Their analysis also indicates that lack of effective
communication, lack of knowledge sharing and awareness,
lack of collaboration and organizational change are common

critical challenges related to the RE process in GSD. Khan
and Akbar [37] performed an SLR and an empirical investi-
gation on motivation factors for the requirements change
management process in GSD. They explored the motiva-
tors that contribute to requirements change management
by extracting 25 motivators, and developed taxonomies of
identified motivators such as accountability, clear change
management strategy, overseas site’s response, and effective
change management leadership.

Anu et al. [15] conducted a systematic study on human
error research, focusing on both the SE and psychology
literature to identify and classify human errors that occur
during the RE process. A human error taxonomy (HET) was
proposed that is based on a standard human error taxonomy
from cognitive psychology. This can be used to identify the
most common errors made in the RE process and aims to
help improve the quality of the resultant software. Although
there are many systematic studies that have focused on the
effects of various human aspects on RE, the majority of the
studies are limited to studying the particular RE process
issues that occur in the GSD domain. Other studies have
focused on only one particular human aspect or one phase
of the RE process e.g. the elicitation phase. There is lack of
a systematic study that focuses on identifying the effects of
human aspects considering all RE process phases.

[38] focused on classifying effective personalities for
web development during requirements elicitation. Their
research revealed that there is a relationship between hu-
man personalities and RE in web development and a need
more research that considers more human aspects and their
impact on the RE process. Aldave et al. [39] conducted an
SLR to identify the influence of creativity on requirements
elicitation within agile software development. They found
that enhancing creativity in requirements elicitation can be
implemented successfully in agile based software projects,
specifically user interface development projects. Moreover,
they identified that creativity is an important aspect in SE
which brings innovation to the project. Despite their find-
ings, they say that more research is required to understand
the influence of creativity in RE.

Most of these systematic and empirical studies have
focused on various human aspects related to SE in general,
or predominantly on design and development phase of
SE, or specifically on agile teams and GSD contexts. The
studies that focused on RE have been mainly limited to GSD,
web development or a particular phase in the RE process,
usually requirements elicitation. Moreover, the majority of
the studies have focused on identifying the effect of one
human aspect on SE or RE processes. Cheng and Atlee [40]
discussed current and future research directions in RE. They
claim that identifying human behaviour in RE is an open
and very challenging problem and it has become a key
emerging area for RE researchers. As longer term actions
that would help the RE community of research, they state
that RE researchers should think beyond current RE and
SE knowledge and collaborate with other disciplines to
improve the RE process, including identification of better
methods to model human behaviours in RE. This highlights
the need for a systematic review that identifies and analyses
primary studies focusing on a range of human aspects
across the whole RE process.
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3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This Systematic Literature Review (SLR) was conducted to
evaluate and synthesize existing primary research studies
on the effect of human aspects on Requirements Engineering
(RE). The SLR is aimed to provide an in-depth analysis of
the research to date in this field relevant to specific research
questions. We followed the well-defined methodology de-
scribed by Kitchenham and Charters’ guideline [20] and
Kitchenhams’ procedures [21] in conducting this SLR, to
make it as unbiased and repeatable in assessing all possible
evidence from published primary studies. Our findings will
be beneficial for software engineering researchers by provid-
ing an analysis of existing information on study method-
ologies used, solutions claimed, their usage in industry or
academia, and by identifying research gaps in order to
suggest key areas for further investigation in the RE field
related to human aspects.

The first author defined a detailed review protocol, con-
ducted detailed searches, filtered the studies, and carried
out data extraction and analysis under the close supervision
of the second and third authors, both very experienced in
conducting SLRs in SE. To synthesize the extracted data
from the final 74 studies, listed in Appendix B, we per-
formed a meta-analysis technique [41]. This can be de-
scribed as an analysis of a large collection of structured,
extracted data from individual studies for the purpose of
integrating and summarising their key findings, a well-
accepted approach in SLRs.

3.1 Research Questions
Initially, the set of research questions (RQs) were developed
by following the approach of Petticrew and Roberts [42]:
intervention, population, outcomes of interest, and context
within which the intervention is delivered. This approach
is explained in the Kitchenham and Charters’ guideline [20]
as PICOC (population, intervention, comparison, outcomes
and context). The following RQs were developed with the
assistance of the PICOC in Table 1.

RQ1. What is the motivation behind each primary
study on identifying the effects of human aspects in
requirements engineering? – This research question ex-
amines the main goals, objectives and motivation behind
identifying the effect of human aspects on the RE process
in each primary study. We also looked at what the target
system domain and whether the study was in an academic
or industry setting.

RQ2. What is the current status of research studies on
the effect of human aspects in requirements engineering?
– This research question focuses on identifying the human
aspects that have been investigated relating to the RE pro-
cess to date. We also examine the kind of methodologies
used by the researchers to identify the effect of human
aspects on RE, types of existing domain models used by the
researchers, what solutions have been presented to address
the effect of human aspects on the RE process and how they
have performed the evaluation of the solutions presented.
Furthermore, we attempt to identify the key limitations and
future work areas of each primary study.

RQ3. What RE phases are most impacted by human
aspects, and what are the relationships between different

TABLE 1: PICOC for Research Questions

Population
Requirements Engineers/ Business Analysts/
Software Practitioners involved in RE

Intervention Human aspects on Requirements Engineering (RE)
Comparison N/A

Outcomes
Effects of Human aspects on RE
Relationship among Human aspects

Context
Requirements Engineering/ Requirements Elicitation/
Requirements Specification/ Requirements Analysis/
Requirements Validation/ Requirements Management/ SE

TABLE 2: Major search terms

Intervention
Human aspects/ Human-centric issues/
Human factors on Requirements Engineering (RE)

Outcomes Effects of Human aspects on RE
Context Requirements Engineering

human aspects that affect these RE phases? – This research
question investigates which RE phases are most impacted
by human factors. It also examines how these human as-
pects impacting RE are related to one another, and how
we might categorize the most important (combinations of)
human aspects that are important to consider for RE.

RQ4. How do the identified human aspects affect
the RE Process? – This research question asks what have
been identified as the key effects on RE phases by different
human aspects. If the effect is positive, then what are the
benefits of considering those human aspects impacts on RE.
If the effect is negative, then what are the approaches that
have been used to mitigate the negative effects.

3.2 Identifying the relevant literature
To search and identify relevant primary studies for this SLR,
we defined search terms as shown in Table 2 and Table 3 and
followed a systematic search strategy.

3.2.1 Search strategy for primary studies
First, search queries were developed by selecting key search
terms from PICOC (Table 1 and Table 2). To obtain more
relevant primary studies, alternative search terms were also
used aligning with the main concept (Table 3). Based on
all the identified main and alternative search terms, several
search strings were developed and the execution of the
search strings were carried out on four (4) online databases
(Table 6). When developing the final search string, the
search terms were linked mostly with Boolean AND and
OR operators and one proximity operator, NEAR. The AND
operator was used to concatenate the key terms, OR to link
the synonyms and NEAR to find primary studies where
the terms joined within a specified number of words of

TABLE 3: Alternative search terms

Humancentric issues/
Human factors

Personality/ Culture/ Emotions/ Age/ Human Values/
Creativity/ Gender/ Communication issues/
Physical issues/ Psychological issues

Requirements
Engineer

Requirements Practitioners/ Business Analysts/
Software Engineer

Requirements
Engineering

Requirements Elicitation/ Requirements Specification/
Requirements Analysis/ Requirements Validation/
Requirements Management/ Software Engineering
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(“Human*	Factors”	OR	“Humann-centric	issues”	OR	“Personality*”	OR	“Culture*”	OR	“National	Culture”	
OR	“Emotion*”	OR	Creativity	OR	“Age”	OR	“Gender*”	OR	“Communication	Issues”	OR	"Accessibility	OR	

"physical	issues"	OR	"Psychological	Issues")

(“Human*	Factors”	OR	“Humann-centric	issues”	OR	“Personality*”	OR	“Culture*”	OR	“National	Culture”	
OR	“Emotion*”	OR	Creativity	OR	“Age”	OR	“Gender*”	OR	“Communication	Issues”	OR	"Accessibility	OR	

"physical	issues"	OR	"Psychological	Issues")	AND	(“Requirement	Engineering”	OR	“RE”	OR	
“Requirement	Elicitation”	OR	“Requirement	Specification”	OR	“Requirement	Analysis”	OR	
"Requirement	Validation	OR	"Requirement	Management"	OR	"Software	Engineering")

(“Human*	Factors”	OR	“Humann-centric	issues”	OR	“Personality*”	OR	“Culture*”	OR	“National	Culture”	
OR	“Emotion*”	OR	Creativity	OR	“Age”	OR	“Gender*”	OR	“Communication	Issues”	OR	"Accessibility	OR	

"physical	issues"	OR	"Psychological	Issues")	AND	(“Requirement	Engineering”	OR	“RE”	OR	
“Requirement	Elicitation”	OR	“Requirement	Specification”	OR	“Requirement	Analysis”	OR	
"Requirement	Validation	OR	"Requirement	Management"	OR	"Software	Engineering")	AND	

(“Requirement	Engineers”	OR	“Requirement	Practitioners”	OR	“Business	Analysts”	OR	"Software	
Developers"	OR	"Software	Engineers")

Fig. 1: Formulation of search string

TABLE 4: Construction of search strings with OR

1

Human-centric issues OR Human factors OR Personality OR
Culture OR Emotions OR Age OR Human Values OR
Creativity OR Gender OR Communication issues OR
Physical issues OR Psychological issues

2

Requirements Engineering OR Requirements Elicitation OR
Requirements Specification OR Requirements Analysis OR
Requirements Validation OR Requirements Management OR
Software Engineering

3
Requirements Engineer OR Requirements practitioners OR
Business Analysts OR Software Engineer

each other (Table 2 , Table 3 and Table 4). Several search
iterations were carried out to find out the best search
strings for each database and during the search process, we
have used several search tips (eg: wildcards, stemming) as
instructed in digital library help sections. The best search
strings for each online database were selected based on the
most relevant primary studies given by the search string. We
have not selected any particular time range for the search as
we wanted to examine the distribution of all the identified
primary studies. Considering the above strategies, we have
formulated a primary search string for the SLR as shown in
Figure 1.

3.2.2 Primary and Secondary search process

To identify relevant research papers for the SLR, the search-
ing procedure was conducted in two ways, automatic and
manual. Automatic search was performed by using scientific
databases’ search engines and manual by scanning the list of
references of primary studies gained from automatic search
(Table 5). The scientific databases in Table 5 were selected
based on having most papers in computer science and SE
studies. We also did manual searching via backward and
forward snowballing using the retrieved primary studies,
which helped us find other relevant studies for our SLR as
suggested by Achimugu et al. [43]. We selected 8 highly
related papers out of 16 papers we collected from this
manual search (Table 9).

TABLE 5: Refined areas of scientific databases

Scientific database Search type Refinement

IEEE Xplore Command search

Limited to journals and conferences,
used index terms: human factors
and software engineering,
no specific time range

ACM Digital
library Advanced search

Limited to journals and conferences,
no specific time range

Springer Advanced search
Limited to journals and conferences,
no specific time range

Wiley Advanced search
Limited to journals,
no specific time range

3.2.3 Refining the search string
Due to the limitations of each database, we refined our
formulated search string according to the requirements and
setup of the search engines of databases (Table 5). Next,
to come up with most relevant list of studies, each search
string was refined and executed several times. We randomly
picked 8-10 papers from each database to verify that the
obtained list of studies were the most relevant for our
review. The final search strings used are shown in Table 6.

3.3 Paper selection criteria
3.3.1 Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Selection of studies was conducted based on a solid inclu-
sion and exclusion criteria, initially defined when preparing
the protocol for this SLR. We used 5 inclusion criteria (Table
7) and 6 exclusion criteria (Table 8) to filter the found papers,
to ensure the final papers were inline with our review
objectives and research questions. We refined these criteria
during search and paper filtering processes to achieve an
unbiased set of papers. The finalised set of criteria was
applied on all the downloaded full text papers to select
the most relevant studies. We did not include any review
papers, workshop or magazine articles, or grey literature, in
keeping with usual SLR primary studies filtering practice.
Though we found few papers including all main keywords
of this SLR research – human aspects, Requirement Engi-
neers and Requirements Engineering Process – together in
one paper, many studies focused on at least one or two
human aspects related to specifically RE, or to SE where
RE was considered as one phase.
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TABLE 6: List of search strings of each database

Scientific database Search string

IEEE Xplore

(“Human* Factors” OR “Human-centric issues” OR “Personality*”
OR “Culture*” OR “National Culture” OR “Emotion*” OR Creativity
OR “Age” OR “Gender*” OR “Communication Issues” OR
”Accessibility OR ”physical issues” OR ”Psychological Issues”)
NEAR/10 (“Requirement Engineering” OR “RE” OR
“Requirement Elicitation” OR “Requirement Specification” OR
“Requirement Analysis” OR ”Requirement Management”) AND
(“Requirement Engineers” OR “Requirement Practitioners” OR
“Business Analysts” OR ”Software Developers” OR
”Software Engineers”)

ACM Digital
library

AllField:((”Human Factors*” OR ”Human values” OR Personality*
OR Culture* OR Emotion* OR Age OR creativity OR Gender* OR
”communication issues” OR Accessibility OR ”physical issues” OR
”Psychological Issues”) AND (”Requirement Engineer” OR
”Software Engineer”) AND (”Requirement Engineering” OR RE
OR ”Requirement Elicitation” OR ”Requirement Specification”
OR ”Requirement Analysis” OR ”Requirement Management”
”Requirement Validation” OR ”Software Engineering”)) ”
filter”: Article Type: Research Article

Springer

’(“Human* Factors” OR “Human-centric Issues” OR “Influences”
OR “Individual Personality*” OR “Cultural Influence” OR ”Creativity”
OR “Emotion*” OR “Age” OR “Gender*” OR “Communication Issues”
OR ”Accessibility” OR ”physical issues” OR ”Psychological Issues”)
AND (“Requirement Engineering” OR “RE” OR “Requirement Elicitation”
OR “Requirement Specification” OR “Requirement Analysis” OR
”Requirement management” OR ”Requirement Validation”) AND
(“Requirement Engineers” OR “Requirement Practitioners” OR
“Business Analysts”) AND (”Software Engineering”)’

Wiley

(“Human* Factors” OR “Human-centric Issues” OR “Personality*”
OR “Cultural Aspect” OR “Emotion*” OR “Age” OR “Gender*”
OR ”Creativity” OR “Communication Issues” OR ”physical issues”
OR ”Psychological Issues”) AND (“Requirement Engineering” OR
“RE” OR “Requirement Elicitation” OR “Requirement Specification”
OR “Requirement Analysis” OR ”Requirement management” OR
”Requirement Validation”) AND (“Requirement Engineer*” OR
“Requirement Practitioners” OR “software engineers”)

TABLE 7: Inclusion criteria

Criterion ID Criterion

I01
Full text papers published as journal or
conference Papers that comply with
human aspects in RE

I02 Papers that are written in English Language

I03
Studies that have been used in academia
(Literature references)

I04
Papers that are titled as software Engineering/
software Engineers, but considered RE phase as well

I05
Papers about human-centric issues in software
development life cycle including RE

TABLE 8: Exclusion criteria

Criterion ID Criterion

E01

Workshop articles, books, gray literature
(theses, unpublished and incomplete work),
posters, secondary or review studies (SLR or SMS),
surveys, discussions and keynotes are excluded.

E02 Short papers where page count is less than 4 pages

E03
Papers with inadequate information to extract
(Irrelevant Papers)

E04
Papers about RE but not discussing about
human aspects

E05
Papers regarding software engineering/programming/
development which are not included RE

E06 Extended journal article of the same paper

3.3.2 Filtering of the papers

The filtering process consisted of three screenings as follows:
• Initial paper pool: We downloaded 472 potentially rele-

vant papers from the selected scientific databases using
our search strings. We then applied our inclusion and
exclusion criteria to each.

• First screening: From this initial paper pool, 180 papers
were left after using the paper title and the abstract to
screen.

• Second screening: Further filtering was conducted by
reading the title, abstract, conclusion, skimming the
introduction, methodology and results. 92 papers were
left after this second screening.

• Third screening: Further filtering while engaging in the
data extraction process. Though we arrived at most of
the relevant studies with the second screening, there
were some papers beyond the planned scope which
in the end didn’t answer our research question-based
fields in our data extraction form. For these papers, a
third screening was required to decide whether to keep
the paper or not, leaving 66 papers.

After going through this filtering process we obtained
66 papers from our primary database search process, and
a further 8 papers from our secondary snowballing search
process and filtering. This gave us 74 research papers highly
related to our focused area as our final primary studies pa-
per count. The breakdown of the paper count from screening
is shown in TABLE 9.

EndNote library and excel sheets were used to maintain
the relevant records of the papers from the initial step to the
final screening. In EndNote, separate groups were created
to maintain paper lists according to database and separate
sheets were maintained in excel with unique colour codes to
identify how much a paper is relevant to the SLR. (Eg: Dark
green: Highly relevant, Green: Relevant, Yellow: Somewhat
relevant, Red: Irrelevant). Based on these colour codes, we
could manage which papers required more attention on
filtering.

3.4 Quality checklist and procedures

A quality assessment criteria were used as an approach
to evaluate the quality of identified studies. We used two
separate ways to check the quality of filtered papers.

Publication venues of the final paper list: We have searched
the ranking of the publication venues of the final paper list
to check whether the papers have been published in highly
ranked venues. From 74 papers, we were able to search the
publication rankings of 69 papers. Based on the CORE 2018
rankings, 13 papers were published in an A* journal or a
conference; 22 papers were published in an A ranked journal
or a conference; 17 papers were belong to B ranked journals
or conferences; and only 6 papers were found which were
published in a C ranked conference or journal. This implies
that the majority of the papers reporting primary studies
analysed belong to top ranked venues.

Scoring mechanism with predefined questions related to pa-
per’s quality: We developed a scoring mechanism which
consists of five scoring types (low to High) namely very
poor (1), inadequate (2), moderate (3), good (4) and excellent
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TABLE 9: Breakdown of the paper count

Resource name Initial paper count Downloaded paper count 1st screening 2nd screening 3rd/ Final screening

Primary Search

IEEE 128 127 56 36 27
ACM DL 151 151 68 28 19
Springer 124 123 34 21 16

Wiley 71 71 22 7 4
Count 474 472 180 92 66

Secondary Search Snowballing 16 16 16 8 8

Total final paper count (Primary + Secondary) 74

(5). Each paper was categorized on the score of 1 to 5 (low
to high) by answering the follow questions:

(i) Is the paper highly applicable to our SLR research
focus?

(ii) Is there a clear statement of the aim of the research?
(iii) Is there a review of key past work?
(iv) Is there a clear methodology for the research which

aligned with key research questions claimed for the
research?

(v) Does the paper provide adequate information regard-
ing the data collection and data analysis of the research?

(vi) Are the findings of the research clearly stated and
supported by the research Questions?

(vii) Does the paper provide limitations, summary and fu-
ture work of the research?

This scoring mechanism was applied for final set of
papers where we checked the quality of the filtered studies.
We identified 8 low quality studies with average score was
less than 3 and filtered these out from the paper set, with
final paper count of 74. Due to the fluctuation of number of
primary studies published overtime we have not included
”citation count of each paper” as a quality criteria to be
unbiased with papers published in recent years (Figure 2).

3.5 Data Extraction Strategy

To ensure that each research paper was analysed and ex-
tracted consistently, a google form was created for the data
extraction process with 38 questions, listed in Appendix A.
These consist of 17 long answer questions, 9 multiple-choice
questions, 6 check-boxes and 6 short answer questions. We
grouped this google form into five sections based on the
areas focused when extracting data – general information
(paper title, authors and their affiliations, published year
and venue); key areas of the study (goal, research questions,
subjects used in the studies, focused human aspects and RE
phase); methodology used; and key research gaps, research
outcomes and future research proposed (proposed solu-
tions, developed model/framework and recommendations).

Before starting data extraction, the questions and the
structure of the google form were fine-tuned three times by
choosing papers from each online database and conducting
extractions (pilot tests). Selected papers and the google form
were then sent to two co-authors to do the same extraction.
They independently extracted the given paper data and we
did a comparison to check whether there was any conflicting
extracted information. A very high similarity of extracted
data was found when using different paper formats and
contents. With further discussion and reaching consensus
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Fig. 2: Number of selected primary studies by year

over any disagreement, a final version of the google form
was created and the first author carried out the data ex-
traction under the close supervision of second and third
authors, with cross-checking of several selected paper data
extraction.

4 FINDINGS

Data from the final 74 filtered primary studies papers was
extracted and contained qualitative, quantitative and mixed
data types. Various visualization tools and meta-analysis
techniques were used to analyse and present the data (bar
chart,pie chart, pivot chart and various tables). The data
synthesis spreadsheet can be found here.

Of the 74 primary studies included in this SLR, there
were 56 conference papers and 18 journal papers, or 76%
and 24% respectively from the overall paper count. All
of the selected primary studies were published within the
period of 1997- 2019. Figure 2 shows selected primary
studies by publication year. We didn’t have any included
studies in years 1998, 2000 and 2003. From 1997 to 2005, the
number of publications per year was low and from 2006,
it increased steadily until 2009, where there was a sudden
drop of publications for that year. After 2009, there was a
big increase, reaching the peak in 2010 & 2011. There was
again a sudden drop in 2015, with increases from 2016 to
2019. Since the paper list was gathered in early 2020, there
may be papers published after our search. Overall, there is
a considerable increase in the number of studies from 2010,
though fluctuating over this time.

The questions in our google form used for the primary
study paper data extraction were prepared based on RQs.
Table 10 shows the list of primary studies which we found
relevant for answering each RQ. In the followings subsec-
tions we discuss answers to each of our RQs in turn.

http://ieee-dataport.org/documents/data-synthesis-effects-human-aspects-requirements-engineering-process-systematic
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TABLE 10: List of relevant studies for answering each RQ

RQ Paper ID Paper count

RQ1

IEE01, IEE02, IEE03, IEE04, IEE05, IEE06, IEE07, IEE08, IEE09,
IEE10, IEE11, IEE12, IEE13, IEE14, IEE15, IEE16, IEE17, IEE18,
IEE19, IEE20, IEE21, IEE22, IEE23, IEE24, IEE25, IEE26, IEE27,
ACM01, ACM02, ACM03, ACM04, ACM05, ACM06, ACM07,
ACM08, ACM09, ACM10, ACM11, ACM12, ACM13, ACM14,
ACM15, ACM16, ACM18, ACM19, ACM20, SP01, SP02, SP03,
SP04, SP05, SP06, SP07, SP08, SP09, SP10, SP11, SP12, SP13,
SP15, SP16, SP17, WI01, WI02, WI04, SB01, SB02, SB03, SB04,
SB05, SB06, SB07, SB08

74

RQ2

IEE01, IEE02, IEE03, IEE04, IEE06, IEE07, IEE09, IEE10, IEE11,
IEE12, IEE13, IEE14, IEE15, IEE16, IEE17, IEE18, IEE19, IEE20,
IEE22, IEE23, IEE24, IEE25, IEE26, IEE27, ACM01, ACM02,
ACM04, ACM05, ACM06, ACM11, ACM15, ACM18, ACM19,
ACM20, SP01, SP02, SP03, SP04, SP05, SP06, SP07, SP08, SP09,
SP12, SP13, SP16, SP17, WI04, SB01, SB02, SB05, SB7, SB08

53

RQ3
IEE01, IEE02, IEE10, IEE11, IEE12, IEE13, IEE17, IEE21, ACM01,
ACM03, ACM19, ACM20, SP02, SP03, SP04, SP16, WI01, SB01,
SB03, SB04, SB05, SB06, SB07

23

RQ4

IEE01, IEE02, IEE03, IEE04, IEE06, IEE07, IEE08, IEE09, IEE10,
IEE11, IEE12, IEE13, IEE14, IEE16, IEE17, IEE18, IEE19, IEE20,
IEE22, IEE23, IEE24, IEE25, IEE26, IEE27, ACM02, ACM04,
ACM11, ACM15, ACM18, SP01, SP02, SP03, SP04, SP07, SP12,
WI04, SB02, SB04, SB05, SB07, SB08

41

4.1 What is the motivation behind each primary study
on identifying the effects of human aspects in require-
ments engineering (RQ1)?

• The goals/objectives/motivation behind each study reviewed

Each research paper reviewed in our SLR has its’ own
goals, objectives and motivation. We have categorized these
for each study according to three main aspects. This is based
on how the studies claimed to be planning to address the
problem and how the research was going to be done.

I. To identify/investigate the effects of human aspects
on RE: Since this is the main reason for most of the studies to
conduct their research, most of the human aspects from the
categories shown in Figure 6 are concerned with identifying
their effect on the RE process. Investigating the effects can
be specified as, identifying the challenges in RE process due
to human aspects (eg: [IEE02], [IEE17], [ACM07], [ACM09],
[SP01]); better understanding of the support/influence of
human aspects and different viewpoints of it (eg: [IEE07],
[IEE11], [IEE14], [ACM13], [SP04], [SP09], [WI01]); finding
evidence/key contribution of different human aspects to
the RE process (eg: [IEE15], [ACM02], [ACM03], [ACM15],
[SP03]); or to analyse overall impact of human aspects
on the RE process (eg: [IEE20], [IEE22], [IEE25], [ACM01],
[ACM05], [SB01])

II. Present a novel model/framework/approach to im-
prove RE considering human aspects: This is the second
most common reason to conduct the studies. In this cate-
gory, the studies focus on presenting novel approaches to
improve the RE process by better considering or incorpo-
rating human aspects. The approaches include introducing
a systematic process or a technique (eg: [IEE01], [IEE05],
[ACM04], [SP06], [SP11]); defining set of strategies ([SP10],
[SB02]); developing a theoretical or working model (eg:
[IEE12], [ACM20], [SP07], [SP08] ,[WI04], [SB05],[SB07]); or
producing a tool (eg: [IEE03], [ACM13]) that will eventually
assist in analysing human aspects for improving the quality
of the RE process.

Academia
23%

Industry
73%

Industry & 
Academia

4%

Fig. 3: Target areas of the study

III. Incorporate existing models/tools in RE consider-
ing human aspects: Considerably less studies have con-
sidered incorporating an existing model or a tool into the
RE process as a goal/motivation to conduct their study.
Among the papers that have considered incorporating an
existing model or a tool, the main focus is usually to identify
current models, tools, techniques or approaches in other
domains and check whether those can be adapted to identify
and analyse the effect of human aspects in the RE process.
Hence, the adaptability of both technical approaches and
psychological models have been examined in these papers.
In [IEE06], a Spatial Hypertext Wiki was investigated as
a collaborative tool for supporting creativity in the RE
process. [SB04] used a personality testing method (Myers-
Bridge Type Indicator (MBTI)) to uncover the different
personality types in a software team.

• The target domain of the studies: academic or industry.

Shown in Figure 3, the subject of most studies are related
to the software industry with 73%, compared to 23% of
studies focused only on academia, and only 4% of studies
considering both a software industry and academia domain.
Figure 4 shows the variety of the subjects considered within
the software industry focused studies. The highest number
of studies (35) have considered only the requirements
engineering process and requirements engineers, whereas
the second highest number of studies (34) have investigated
more general SE processes, including RE as one phase.
The rest focus on stakeholder issues (29 studies), i.e.
those who are external to software development team
– project managers (8 studies), agile practitioners (2
studies), IT professionals (1 study) and senior R & D
personnel (1 study). In these papers they have investigated
requirements engineering only as a part of the overall study.�

�

�



Answers to RQ1: To date, the aims of most studies of
human aspects impacting RE have been focusing on
investigating which human aspects impact RE. Con-
siderably less studies have focused on new models
and approaches to improve RE based on these human
aspects, and very few have focused on incorporating
existing models or tools into RE. Most studies have
however been done with industry-based projects.
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Fig. 4: Subjects used in studies

TABLE 11: Studies based on one or two human aspects

Human Aspect Paper ID

Communication issues ACM07, ACM11, SP01, SP03, SP05, SP16, SB02
Personality IEE25, IEE05, ACM02, ACM04, ACM15, SB04
Human values IEE06, IEE07, IEE23, ACM13, SP04
Gender IEE18, ACM10, ACM16
Motivation ACM05, ACM06, WI01
Emotions & motivation IEE10, IEE12, ACM08
Emotions WI03, ACM19
Personality & Communication issues SP06, SP07
Culture IEE24
Domain knowledge IEE14
Human errors IEE16
Physical issues SP08
Community values ACM09
Team maturity ACM12
Task workload IEE03
Personality & Human values IEE25
Personality & Motivation IEE26
Personality & Emotions SB01
Personality & Culture ACM20
Personality & Attitude SB03
Personality & Selfmanagement SP17
Culture & Communication issues IEE20
Culture & Motivation ACM03
Culture & Gender IEE11
Culture & Geographic distribution/ Time zone IEE08
Emotions & Gender ACM18
Communication issues & Domain knowledge WI02
Communication issues & Emotions SP02
Human values & Knowledge sharing SP09

4.2 What is the current status of the research studies
on the effect of human aspects on requirements engi-
neering (RQ2)?

• Human Aspect impacts on RE investigated to date
This research question focuses on identifying and categoriz-
ing the human aspects that have been investigated to date.
From our data extraction and analysis of 74 primary studies,
we see that these studies have focused on a range of human
aspects. The majority of the studies focused on one human
aspect (33 studies), and others considered two, three or up
to a maximum of four different human aspects.

For each human aspect, we have considered its definition
and grouped similar aspects together. For this we have used
definitions that have generally been considered in the SE
context and those in the selected primary studies. The final
set of human aspects we identified were categorized in to
three groups – individual related human aspects, technical
related human aspects and team related human aspects with
the purpose of categorizing the broadly different human as-
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Fig. 5: Research method over type

pects studied to date. Furthermore, we used the ”technical”
related human aspects category combining with individual
and team related human aspects to categorize human as-
pects that we felt are not fully appropriate to individual or
team categories. These are summarised in Figure 6. Among
our selected primary studies, the highest number of studies
were about individual- and team-related human aspects.
Only 7 studies were about technical-related human aspects.
As shown in the Table 11, 52 out of 74 primary studies have
only focused on one or two human aspects. The other 22
studies discussed more than two aspects in the studies.

Considering the set of individual-related human aspects,
32.4% of studies were about personality and 23% of studies
were about emotions. 20.3%, 17.6% and 17.6% were about
motivation, human values and culture respectively. According
to Schwartz’s definition of human values [44] [45], creativity
is considered as a human value and so we have grouped the
10 studies that have focused on creativity under “human
values”. Therefore, this 17.6% includes studies of human
values including creativity. The rest of studies focused on
other individual human aspects like gender (9.5%), attitude
(5.4%), physical issues (4.1%), adaptation/negotiation (2.7%).
and age (1.4%)

The second highest number of studies were about team
related human aspects. 33.8% of the studies were about
communication issues . Other aspects considered were geo-
graphical distribution (8.1%), knowledge sharing (2.7%), commu-
nity values (1.4%), team maturity (1.4%) and self-management
(1.4%) were considered in far fewer of the selected primary
studies. We identified that there were very few studies on
technical related human aspects. Among these the majority
were about domain knowledge (5.4%), and the rest were about
task workload (1.4%), accessibility (1.4%) and human errors
(1.4%).

• Methodologies used to identify the effect of human aspects on
RE

Authors of the selected primary studies have used a
variety of research techniques, some of them multiple ones.
Among the described techniques, interview (43.24%), ques-
tionnaire/surveys (39.19%), case studies (27.03%) and modelling
(13.51%) were the most used research techniques. Document
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Fig. 6: Categorization of the human aspects/human-centric (HC) issues studied

TABLE 12: Existing domain models used in primary studies

Human Aspect Domain Models Paper ID

Personality

Five Factor Model (FFM)
SP11, SP17,
SB01, SB06

Myers-Bridge Type Indicator (MBTI)
ACM02, ACM04,
ACM15, SB04

International Personality Item Pool (IPIP) IEE25, SB03
HEXACO personality Inventory IEE04

Culture Hofstede Model
IEE11, IEE15,
IEE24

Trauth’s theoretical framework ACM01

Emotions

Clore & Collins (OCC) model IEE12, IEE13
Self-Assessment manikin (SAM) ACM08
Satisfaction. Gladstein’s questionnaire SP01
Trait Emotional Intelligence Questionnaire SB06

Motivation

Maslow’s motivation theory IEE12, IEE13, IEE26
Motivation-Hygiene Theory ACM05
Motivation-Skinner’s behaviorist theory IEE26
The MOCC model ACM06
An Intrinsic Motivation
Inventory (IMI) ACM08

Expectancy Theory ACM05

Communication

Influence on Consensus
(IC) Model SP02

Online Communication
Model (OCM) SP17

Typology of Communication
challenges SP01

Human values

Schwartz’s universal values
model ACM13

CPS Method (creativity)
IEE07,
IEE25

Componential Model of
Creativity (CMoC) IEE21

Human Errors Human Error Taxonomy (HET) IEE16
Human Error Abstraction
Assist (HEAA) IEE16

Team Maturity
Team Evolution and
Maturation (TEAM) ACM12

analysis (6.76%), observations (6.76%), experiments (4%) and
focus groups (2.70%) were less common. Figure 5 summarises
the research techniques used in the reviewed papers. We
can see that the majority of the studies (82.43%) have used
qualitative techniques whereas 28.38% have conducted the
studies quantitatively, and 32% of studies have used a mixed
approach.

• Types of existing domain models used to identify the effect of
human aspects on RE

Several studies have used existing psychology domain mod-

els to identify the effect of human aspects on RE. Most of
these models have originated in the psychology research
domain quite some time ago, but more recently used in the
SE research domain. Among our 74 primary studies, 51.4%
have considered existing domain models in their studies,
whereas 48.7% of studies do not seem to have used any
existing domain models related to human aspects in their
studies.

Table 12 summarises our analysis. Several models have
been used to identify the effects of same human aspects in
several different studies. To identify the effects of person-
ality, 4 studies have used Five Factor Model (FFM) and an-
other 4 studies have used Myers-Bridge Type Indicator (MBTI)
model. 2 studies have used IPIP (International Personality
Item Pool), a short measure of FFM.

For culture, 3 studies used the Hofstede model, and 1
Trauth’s theoretical framework. For emotions, 4 types of do-
main models have been used. Clore & Collins (OCC) covers
a broad range of emotions (22 emotions) and is used by 2
studies. With regards to motivation, 6 types of motivation
theories have been drawn up in the primary studies. Among
these Maslow’s motivation theory is the most used one by 3
studies.

Regarding the communication, 3 types of domain mod-
els have been used in 3 separate studies. For Human val-
ues, Schwartz’s universal values model, the Creativity Problem
Solving (CPS) method, and Componential Model of Creativity
(CMoC). The models used for human errors are Human Error
Taxonomy (HET) and Human Error Abstraction Assist (HEAA)
& training procedures, proposed by J. Reason [46] and V. K.
Anu [47]. These two models have been used by the same
primary study [IEE16].

The Team Evaluation and Maturation (TEAM) model pro-
posed by Morgan, Salas e Glickman [48] has been used to
identify the effects of team maturity, and is used widely
in several disciplinary areas including psychology and
SE. Among the primary studies [IEE12], [IEE13], [IEE25],
[IEE26], [ACM05], [SP01] and [SP17] have all used more
than one domain model in the same study, as the studies
have focused more than one human aspect.

• Presented solutions to address the effect of human aspects on
the RE process
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Almost all of the 74 primary studies propose some form
of solution related to the effect of particular human as-
pect(s) considered in the study. We have categorized
these solutions into five main areas considering the so-
lutions presented. A proposed solution can be a working
model/tool, a theoretical model/framework/prototype, an
approach/strategy/guideline to address human aspects in
RE, identification of relationships among human aspects in
RE, or revealing new challenges/effects of human aspects
on RE.
� Solution as a working model/tool or a theoretical

model/prototype
Among the solutions presented in our primary studies,

44.5% propose a new or modified framework/model, and
this includes both working model or a theoretical model.
A summary of the range of solutions presented in the pri-
mary studies can be seen in Table 13. Considering working
models, we describe these as a totally new model, extended
version of an existing model, or a tool that incorporates and
implements an existing model with the aim of identifying
or supporting the effect of human aspect(s) in RE. For
example, in [IEE01] a psychological-driven goal model has
been presented targeting on human values, motivation and
emotions aspects aiming at improving RE by capturing more
requirements that cannot be elicited using traditional RE
techniques. RAMSET: a Role Assignment Methodology for
SE Teams is a working model presented in [ACM04]. It is
based on personality and used socio-metric techniques and
psycho-metrics to support team assignment, including for
RE tasks. In [IEE23], a theoretical model has been suggested
for requirements engineers incorporating their personality
and communication which will assist to select appropriate
elicitation technique in a cooperative distributed environ-
ment. [IEE13] is another study that presented a theoretical
framework (Taxonomy) to deal with soft issues in RE,
including personality, emotions, motivation and attitude. The
authors claim this can be used in two modes to suit novice
or expert analysts.
� An approach/strategy/guideline to address human as-

pects in RE
Among the 55.4% of studies that do not present a working
or a theoretical model as a solution, many have presented
an approach, set of strategies or guidelines might be used
to address the effect of human aspects on RE. [IEE07] has
presented such approach which is about mapping of creative
problem solving processes into the RE process. To do this, a
detailed study on selected creativity theories, techniques,
training and tools has been conducted to see what can
be adopted to improve RE and identified two creative
problem solving processes that are poorly supported in
RE. In [IEE16], a group of prevention strategies based on
human errors has been identified. In this work, 10 out of
21 prevention mechanisms reported by practitioners were
related to preventing human errors through changes to RE
practices.

[IEE20] describes an approach of using an iterative
review process as the solution for the cultural effects. It
proposes templates and professional technical writing train-
ing that it claims will improve RE processes so that the
practitioners can understand requirements in better way

from a cultural perspective. A set of strategies have been
presented in [IEE25] with the idea of identifying highly cre-
ative potential based strategies. The authors show that these
are more effective than the use of lower creative potential-
based strategies in prompting a worker to produce novel
ideas in RE. Apart from proposing a theoretical framework,
study [ACM05] has designed strategies related to motivation.
The authors claim their strategies may be adaptable, flexible,
pragmatic and effective to address motivational issues.

Regarding communication issues, [SP01] has provided
guidelines to manage communication challenges during RE
process as the key solution of the study. Meanwhile [SP16]
has identified key causes that affect proper team communi-
cation and they provide practical strategies to reduce the
issues. These inclde approaches such as team members
should be ideally distributed between countries that have
smaller time differences to minimise communication difficulty.
In addition, distributed teams should be provided with video,
voice and/or text communication options to address their
communication challenges. In the study [SB05], a detailed
guidance has been presented which focuses on identifying
human values. A taxonomy and questionnaire based ap-
proach has been used a support teams in identifying key
values.
� Revealing effects of human aspects on RE

Some studies have focused on revealing the challenges
or effects of human aspects on RE as their main solution. For
example, [IEE02] has revealed that inadequate communication
is the major issue. This creates major challenges when man-
aging requirements across multi-site organizations. Simi-
larly, geographic distribution has a significant impact on the
collaboration between the groups involved in the negotiation
of requirements in a diverse environment. Study [IEE15]
identified the effects that cultural differences and personal-
ity characteristics have on dynamic role allocation. They
provide a detailed description of how group dynamics are
related to role allocation. Moreover, [IEE04] has recognised
which personality traits are more suitable for the people who
contribute to each phase in SE. This includes identifying
what they claim are the expected qualities for each phase
including RE process.

According to [IEE14], requirements engineer domain
knowledge has a small but statistically significant effect on the
effectiveness of the RE elicitation process. The same study
has also identified that the expertise of the interviewee is a
more significant factor during requirements elicitation than
the analyst’s domain knowledge, and this has much more
influence in final results in RE. Table 14 present further
details of the studies that have revealed the challenges/
effects of human aspects on RE as their solutions.

• Evaluation of the solutions
25 primary studies have used a variety of evaluation meth-
ods to evaluate the proposed solutions of their studies.
These include the evaluation of a proposed prototype,
theoretical framework, or developed model. As shown in
Table 15, the two highest number of studies conducted an
evaluation using case studies (6 studies), and comparison
with other methods/tools/findings/studies (6 studies). The
results of the studies (eg: a new proposed model) were
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TABLE 13: Solutions presented to address the effect of human aspects on RE

Solution Type Solution Target Human Aspect Impact on RE Paper ID

Working model/Tool

A psychological-driven goal model Human values, Motivation, Emotions
Use to improve RE by capturing more requirements that cannot
be elicited using traditional RE techniques IEE01

Value Based RE (VBRE) Human values, Motivation, Emotions Systematically focuses on socio-political issues in RE SB05

Statistical model implemented using R Emotions
Helps to identify affects (emotions) linked to cognitive processing
activities and individual productivity WI03

People-oriented software engineering (POSE) model Emotions
Capability to carry the voice of the user and keep many
stakeholder groups involved throughout RE ACM19

A three layer model
Communication, Culture, Knowledge
management,
Geographic distribution

Describes the four major challenges related to target human aspects;
inadequate communicaction, cultural diversity, ineffective knowledge
management and time differences, shows the difficulties created by
these challenges and identifies impact of these challenges in RE

IEE02

REIM- A training method for requirements engineers
Personality, Emotions, Communication,
Adaptation/negotiation

Train requirements engineers to detect underlying soft issues
(target human aspects) that influence or even hinder factual
clarification in RE

IEE19

A competency model with 16 critical competencies
Personality, Emotions, Motivation,
Communication

16 Critical competencies integrate contextual and situational factors that
are important for the of requirements analyst WI04

HEAA (Human Error Abstraction Assist) -training
procedure and intervention tool Human Errors

Used to train industry software practitioners about the human errors that
frequently occur during the RE process IEE16

A blind user RE method Pysical issues Use to develop the requirements for mobile services tailored to blind users SPO8
HUCRE method and two support tools (workload
analyser & functional allocation advisor) Task workload

Contribute to the RE process by analysing human-related non-functional
requirements such as workload, reliability and decision-making effectiveness IEE03

RAMSET; A Role Assignment Methodology for
Software Engineering Personality

Support team assignment including RE tasks considering socio-metric
techniques and psycho-metrics techniques ACM04

Behavioral Simulator Personality, Communication
Train soft skills which are personality-driven abilities related to the
emotive and communicative sphere SP07

ShyWiki Tool; Spatial Hypertext Wiki Creativity (Human values) Assist as a collaborative tool for supporting creativity in the RE process IEE06

Requirements elicitation issues model Communication

Provides an empirical perspective on the impacts of elicitation issues along with
priority-setting of elicitation issues. The priority setting of parameters can
support business analyst/requirements engineers to be more prepared to
realize and address relevant risks that may potentially surface during elicitation.

SP05

A web-based competency evaluation platform Emotions, Motivation
Needs to be supplemented with qualitative data and assist gathering information about
motivation emotions of the employees when involving in the tasks ACM08

Theoretical model/
Prototype

Conceptual mapping model Based on MBTI
personality model Personality

Support to identify personality of software practitioners (including RE)
via conceptual mapping - assist towards role assignment ACM02

A model that distinct personality patterns Personality
Qualitatively identifies the technology affordance analysing larger set of people with
their distinct personality patterns IEE05

A model for requirements engineers Personality, Communication
Assist to select an elicitation technique in a cooperative distributed environment
based on their language, priorities and values SP06

RE framework for service engineering Creativity (Human values)
Service RE process in two phases - requirements specification and requirements
evolution phases in service-oriented RE IEE23

An approach for value study Human values
Consider values as mental representations which influence technical outcomes,
tensions and relationships in SE including RE ACM13

Conceptual model related to creativity Creativity (Human values)
Focus on three contextual factors explain why creativity can be understood
differently in RE and five dimensions that explain qualitatively how creativity’s
meaning can vary in RE

SP09

RepGrid (Repertory Grid Technique) Communication
Suggests to incorporate repertory grid technique with other elicitation tools to
identify key communication issues in elicitation SB02

Effective Situation Requirements Template -
early prototype Emotions, Motivation

Provides a support for situations/problems in RE related to emotions and
motivation IEE12

Analysis method to deal with soft issues in RE
Personality, Emotions, Motivation,
Attitude

Introduce new considerations into the RE process by drawing attention to values,
motivations and emotion - can be used in novice and expert analysis IEE13

A DRASIS (Dynamic Role Allocation Support
In Software engineering)

Personality, Culture, Geographic
Distribution

Develop for dynamic role allocation in software engineering groups - Identify the
effects that cultural differences and personality characteristics have on dynamic
role allocation

IEE15

A framework based on questionnaire design to measure
the software engineers (including requirements
engineers) motivation

Motivation
May serve as a generic tool for measurement of motivation, which can be easily
reused in future research or in practice ACM05

A framework related to job satisfaction/ motivation Motivation/ Job satisfaction
May assist to identify job satisfaction/ motivation of software engineers referring
to distinct phenomena ACM06

Conceptual framework base on the literature Culture, Communication
Identify the effect of communication in requirements elicitation process, Trust,
Interpersonal skills, Organizational culture, knowledge during elicitation SP02

A framework for requirements elicitation process
in global software projects

Culture, Communication,
Geographic Distribution

Focusing on problem prediction and different strategies to avoid or decrease
their impact on GSD project performance SB07

evaluated using more case studies or real world scenarios to
identify the practical issues of using the model, and a com-
parison was carried out with other methods/tools/studies
currently used in industry. Another common evaluation
method was conducting empirical studies or controlled
experiments, done in 5 studies. Using prototypes, story
boards or pilot studies (4) and follow-up interviews (3)
are two other types of evaluation methods that have been
used in several studies. Questionnaires with participants (3),
observing research design and findings (2), and receiving
direct feedback from users (2) are used by a few studies.
We have identified that in the rest of the studies (49 stud-
ies), various types of solutions have been proposed. Most
of these solutions are based on theoretical frameworks or
models and they still need to be evaluated in future studies.
From that, 40 studies have mentioned evaluation as the next
step of the research whereas 9 studies have not mentioned
it in the paper.

• Limitations of the studies
We have identified that many of the selected primary studies
have similar kinds of limitations. We have categorized the

limitations of the studies into 4 main groups – evaluation
results limitations, limitations with chosen methodology
adopted, limitations with regard to study participants, and
limitations with regard to focus area of the study.
� Limitations in evaluation of the results

This is one of the most common limitations in studies. We
have identified that the limitations in evaluation mainly de-
pends on the final outcome of the studies. In studies [IEE01],
[IEE02], [IEE12], [IEE27], [ACM09], [ACM19] & [SB05], it
has been explicitly mentioned by the authors that their
evaluation is limited, often to just one case study. They state
that more validation of the outcomes with a larger number
of case studies is needed. It is also often suggested that the
case studies used are limited and should be from multi-
site organizations, different software domains and different
software teams, so that the proposed solutions can be shown
to generalize. In [IEE03], [IEE06], [IEE13], [IEE15] & [SP02],
the evaluation of the solution models has been limited to
the research team or direct participants in the study. Hence,
these models are still to be evaluated with real software
development scenarios incorporating industry practitioners
to identify practical capabilities and limitations of these
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TABLE 14: Solution: Revealed challenges/ effect on RE

Paper ID Human Aspects Revealed challenges/ effect on RE

IEE02
IEE11

Communication
and
Geographic
Distribution

Inadequate communication creates challenges when managing
requirements across multi-site organizations

Impact on the collaboration between the groups involved
in the negotiation of requirements in a diverse
environment

Strong influence on both individual and team behaviour,
especially when working on distributed, global software development
projects and multinational environments.

IEE17
SP07
WI04

Communication

Direct effect on the quality of the requirements elicitation phase.

Identified seven success factors which cover approaches to better
managing aspects of collaboration, requirements understanding
and communication in distributed team environments

For an effective analysis of requirements, close interaction and
communication with customers are crucial.

IEE24 Culture

Based on three dimensions in the Hofstede cultural model, 15 cultural
aspects have been identified as having a significant impact on the RE process
considering Saudi Arabia and Australia.

Also, identified that these aspects may also be applied to other cultures.

IEE15
Culture and
Personality

Both the aspects effect on dynamic role allocation on RE/SE; provide detailed
description of how group dynamics are related to role allocation

IEE04
ACM20
SP06

Personality
Revealed which personality traits are more suitable for the people who contribute
to each phase in SE claiming the expected qualities for each phase
including RE

Identify the influence of personality traits of the practitioners in prioritization of
the needs and system requirements

Based on their personal preferences, experience and personality, analysts
feel comfortable or uncomfortable using elicitation techniques.

IEE14 Domain Knowledge
Revealed that there is a small but statistically significant effect
on effectiveness of the RE elicitation related to analysts’ domain knowledge
that has much more influence in final results in RE

IEE27
Domain Knowledge
and
Communication

Revealed that domain knowledge is a contributing factor in the delivery
of quality requirements

Revealed that limited interaction and insufficient communication result
in poor requirements

IEE18 Gender
Identified that effect of female participation in requirements related tasks as they are
often assigned more into coordinating, planning and tracking the execution
tasks which reveals the gender bias in RE

TABLE 15: Evaluation methods used in the studies

Evaluation Method Paper ID

Case studies
IEE02, IEE12, IEE15,
ACM04, ACM19, SB05

Comparison with other models/ tools/findings/studies
IEE01, IEE05, IEE06,
WI03, SP07, SB06

Conducting empirical studies/ controlled experiments
IEE05, ACM19, SP05,
SP17, SB07

Use prototype/ story boards/ pilot study
IEE01, IEE15, IEE16,
SB05

Follow-up interviews
IEE01, IEE24,
ACM08

Questionnaires-users/ research team/ participants IEE03, SP07, SB05
Observing research design & findings ACM01, SP08
Direct feedback IEE19, SP03
Used other techniques (eg: MDS) SP08, WI01
Developing hypothesis - evaluate results and answer RQs IEE25

proposed solutions. A few studies, such as [IEE23], [SP04],
[SP06] & [SB01], only propose theoretical solutions. They
completely lack any evaluation of their proposed solutions
at all.
� Limitations in methodology used

Limitations in methodology have been identified particu-
larly for the data analysis methods and data extraction
methods used in the studies. In [IEE01], it was mentioned
that there is a consistency issue in their data analysis
process. In [IEE05], there is a limitation in experience and
cognitive capacity in analysing qualitative data, so that the
methodology is only applicable when user logged data is

readily available. Meanwhile, in [ACM01] & [ACM09], it
was mentioned that their data analysis process is limited
due to not using statistical methods on the resultant data.
Moreover, the study [ACM03] has a limitation regarding the
generalisation of their results due to an unbalanced data
set extracted in the study. [ACM11][ACM12] & [ACM13]
studies have faced limitations based on the methods used
for the data collection. These include using only a semi-
structured interview, collection of RE related job ads, and
use of a Q-sort method, all that effect the quality and
completeness of the collected data sets.
� Limitations in participants

Because of the nature of research on human aspects
impacting the RE process, a very common study limitation
is in regards to the participants used in the studies. This
directly effects both the results and conclusions made from
the studies and any possible generalisation of the study
proposed framework, method or tool. This limitation can
vary greatly based on the number of participants and the
types of participants. In studies like [IEE03] and [IEE09],
only research staff or academic professionals from institutes
have been used as participants. This limits both the number
of participants and whether they actually represent RE prac-
titioner characteristics. In many studies, including [IEE11],
[IEE18], [ACM04], [ACM10], [ACM18], [ACM20], [SP03],
[SP07], [SP11], [SB04] & [SB06], the participants were limited
to student groups such as undergraduate students, post-
graduate students, SE specialized students or non-IT stu-
dents. This will also make an large impact on the generality
and applicability of the final study results. There is usually a
major difference between student experience, expertise, time
commitment, and other aspects and actual IT professionals,
particularly experienced requirements engineers.

Studies [IEE04], [IEE20], [WI03], [ACM03], [ACM09],
[ACM13] & [SP10] have included software industry prac-
titioners as participants, but the number of software pro-
fessionals who participated for their studies was very small
(8-36 range). This means that the representativeness of these
participants is limited and generalisation of any study re-
sults becomes a major problem. Meanwhile some studies
have faced difficulties due to low number of participants
because of the type of the research study. The in-depth
knowledge of the improvisation theatre technique of par-
ticipants [IEE19], geographic location of the participants
[ACM05][SB03], experience of the participants [ACM07] and
physical issues of the participants [SP08], are some of the
other reported issues that studies faced. All of these have
resulted in both a limited number of study participants and
a limited diversity of study participants.
� Limitations in focused area of the study

Some limitations were found based on the research area of
the particular studies that are related to RE. These limita-
tions can be based on the human aspects that were focused
on, the considered RE phases in the study, and the selected
organizations or countries for the study. In [IEE21], the
study has only considered personality as a aspect that affects
creativity. As a result the identification of the actual effect
of personality on the RE process was limited. The study
[ACM15] has only focused on the effects of personality,
[SB03] was limited to personality and attitude, and [SP06]
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was about only the effect of communication issues. [SP15]
was limited in its focus area to three human aspects; moti-
vation, communication and domain knowledge.

Studies including [IEE06][IEE16][SP05][SP12][SB02] &
[SB07] have limitations based on the focused RE phases. In
[IEE06] and [SB07], the study focused on RE issues related
to the global software development domain. [SP05][SB02]
and [SB07] have only considered human aspects impacting
the requirements elicitation phase. The study in [SP12] was
about the requirements analysis phase, not the whole RE
process. In contrast, [IEE16] considered 4 different phases of
RE.

Several primary studies face limitations where they are
limited to particular organizations, countries or separate ge-
ographic areas. In [IEE24], the study was about identifying
the effect of culture in RE and it is limited to only Australian
and Saudi Arabia. Cultures in other countries may have
significantly different impact on RE phases than in these two
examples. [ACM06] has focused on the effect of motivation
on RE and was limited to only Brazilian companies. Another
study [ACM08] investigated the effects of emotions and
motivations, but only conducted their research study in
one particular organization. The authors admit that their
solutions may or may not be applicable outside that one
organization. The study [ACM10] was conducted regarding
gender effects on RE and was based in the US. The authors
state that their study results might greatly vary if it con-
sidered worldwide women participation in RE. There are
studies like [ACM12] and [ACM16] which are conducted
based in one particular city. The study [ACM12] is limited
to Brasilia and [ACM16] is limited to New York city.

• Suggested future work areas of each study
All of our 74 primary studies have mentioned various types
of future work. Based on the different directions for this
future work, we categorized these into 4 main areas that we
think will be helpful to inform future studies.
� Validate or improve the proposed solution

Many of the studies that proposed a new or modi-
fied model/framework as their solution also mentioned
that these models/frameworks should be validated more
thoroughly. For example in [IEE01], it was suggested to
explore and investigate more on developed psychological-
driven models. [IEE02] considered validation on the devel-
oped model with other multi-site organizations. In [IEE10],
[IEE12], [IEE13], [IEE19], [ACM07] and [SP06] one of the
key future work items suggested is to test and validate the
presented solutions using real case studies. This will benefit
in evolving the concepts and guide future researches.
� Extending the research based on current findings

Another key suggested area of future work is extending
the research presented, based on the findings of the current
studies. Here, the studies have suggested various ways of
extending their research based on limitations or gaps identi-
fied from the study. Replicating the same study in a different
domain is suggested in many, including [IEE24] [ACM01]
[ACM06] where the domain studied limits the findings.
Increasing the number of participants of the studies and
the collected data set is a common suggestion, for example
suggested in [IEE11] [WI02] [SB01] [SB06].

� Investigate a new or related research area
Investigating a new or related research area is a promi-

nent future work suggestion mentioned in the primary
studies. For example, study [IEE01] has examined the effects
on emotions, motivations and human values. The authors
suggest next to focus on other various types of psychological
aspects. [IEE12], [IEE13] & [IEE14] studies also suggest next
to focus on other human aspects, apart from those aspects
that each study has already considered. Moreover, the study
[IEE17] suggested to identify a more systematic way of
addressing RE issues. [ACM07] suggested to consider the
whole RE process rather than one phase of it in future
studies.
� Develop a new model/framework based on the find-

ings
As some studies have only focused on proposing

theoretical models or guidelines as the solutions, the
developing of the proposed models were taken into
considerations as future work. For example; [IEE02]
suggested developing of an integrated RE tool that
addresses all the identified communication and knowledge
management challenges in the current study whereas
[IEE24] suggested to develop a framework that describes
the influence of culture on RE process identified in the
current study. However these future work areas are differ
based on what human aspect(s) have been discussed in
the studies and it helps to identify key gaps in the area of
identifying the effect of human aspects on RE.�

�

�

�

Answers to RQ2: A variety of human aspects have
been studied to date. The majority of primary studies
have focused on investigating just one human aspect
by itself. Considering individually studied human
aspects, the most studied aspect is communication
issues (7 studies). The majority of the studies used
existing domain models which tend to originate in the
psychology research domain. 45% of studies include
a proposed solution to understand or address human
aspects during RE. These range from theoretical mod-
els to practically applicable models, guidelines and
tools. Key limitations of many studies to date include
their evaluation, methodology and focus area.

4.3 What RE phases are most impacted by human as-
pects, and what are the relationships between different
human aspects that affect these RE phases? (RQ3)?

• Most affected Requirements Engineering phase(s) by human
aspects

Only 18 out of 74 primary studies focused on identifying
the most affected RE phase caused by human aspects. The
other studies considered the overall RE process as a whole,
or RE as one phase in SE as a whole. These 18 papers
focused on requirements elicitation, requirements analysis,
requirements specification, requirements validation phases.
We were unable to find any studies that have discussed the
effect of human aspects on the requirements management
phase.

As shown in Figure 7, requirements elicitation has been
shown to be the most affected RE phase by human as-
pects. 8 studies have specifically discussed the effects on
the requirements elicitation phase due to various human
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Fig. 7: Research studies showing how human aspects impact
on different RE phases

aspects. The majority of the studies were about the effects
due to communication issues, where the effect has been
identified individually [SP01],[SP05] & [SB02] as well as
combining other aspects. These include culture & communi-
cation issues [SP02] & [SB07], personality & communication
issues [SP06] or geographic distribution & communication
issues [SB07]. The other two are about identifying the effect
of human values [IEE06] and domain knowledge [IEE14]
during the requirements elicitation phase.

Effects of human aspects on the requirements elicita-
tion phase have been studied along with several other
requirements engineering phases. Requirements elicitation
and requirements analysis were studied in [IEE12][SP12].
The human aspects that were focused on were emotions,
motivation, physical issues and domain knowledge. Re-
quirements analysis and requirements specification phases
are considered together in [IEE11]. This studied the effects
of culture & gender. These two phase have also been con-
sidered with requirements elicitation in [IEE01] and [IEE02],
that explored the effects of motivation, emotions, human
values and communication issues on these three phases
of RE. Only one study has focused on the requirements
validation phase [SP03], and they specifically looked into
how communication issues impact on the requirements val-
idation phase. Though it has been identified that the most
affected RE phase is the requirements elicitation phase, it
has not been clearly identified that which human aspects
impact it the most.

• Relationship between various human aspects that impact RE
From our selected 74 primary studies, only 31% have stated
that there is a relationship between various human aspects
and then tried to identify it. The relationships between moti-
vation & emotions, culture & communication, personality &
motivation, personality & human values and personality &
emotions are the most discussed relationships among the
studies. [IEE01], [IEEE10] and [IEE12], explored whether
emotions and motivation share a similarity, as both serve
to define relations between individual and environment,
and are tightly linked to actions taken. Moreover, it was
identified that emotional reactions to scenarios may indicate
motivational problems. This can lead to detrimental effects
on the analysis of requirements.

Culture & communication issues seem to share
another important relationship. According to studies
[IEE02][IEE17]][SB07], cultural diversity leads to commu-
nication issues by creating a lack of awareness about the

work. This is most challenging in requirements elicitation,
specification and validation phases. The relationship be-
tween personality and motivation has been discussed in
[IEE12][IEE13][IEE26] and [SB05] studies, where it is men-
tioned that both psychological constructs relate closely to
each other in an individual context. People’s actions are
assumed to be influenced by their personality which will
also affect their motivation. Hence, people’s personality
dimensions or traits are related to motivation and higher
motivation leads to better requirements analysis.

Personality has another two relationships with human
values and emotions. Considering personality and human
values, the studies [IEE21] and [SB04] focused on creativity
as a human value and tried to identify the relationship
between personality and creativity. They claim that per-
sonality dimensions also impact on an individual’s cre-
ativity where diversity of personalities in a team improve
the amount of creativity of the team. Unlike some of the
previous human aspect combinations above, the relation-
ship between personality and emotions is said to be an
indirect one [SB01][SB06]. Individual personality influences
work preferences and people’s emotions also influence their
work preferences. Hence, personality and emotions have an
indirect relationship that will effect on the quality of the
software product.

Apart from these human aspect relationships, the studies
have identified a variety of connections between human
aspects such as human values & motivation [IEE01], culture
& geographic distribution/time zone [IEE02], gender & cul-
ture [IEE11], emotions & gender [ACM18] and communica-
tion & geographic distribution/time zone [SP16]. However
all state that more detailed studies should be conducted to
better identify these relationships.

• Categorization of the most important (combination of) hu-
man aspects related to RE

All the extracted primary studies have considered at least
one human aspects and its impact on RE. Though the studies
mentioned the importance of the human aspects and how it
impacts on RE, no research has identified the most impor-
tant human aspects or the combination of aspects critical
for RE. As shown previously in Figure 6, we categorized
human aspects into three main categories; individual human
aspects, team related human aspects and technical related human
aspects. Many of the primary studies have focused on vari-
ous combinations of these. The majority of the studies have
considered communication issues (25 studies), personality
(24 studies), emotions (17 studies), motivation (15 studies),
human values (13 studies) and culture (13 studies). This
implies that these aspects play an important role in RE.

However, the importance of different aspects may
greatly vary and be unique. For example some studies
focused on two individual human aspects, motivation and
emotions [IEE10] [IEE12] [ACM08]. Other studies have
focused on individual and team related human aspects,
culture and communication issues [IEE20]. Likewise, there
are many unique combinations of human aspects and as
this area is still an emerging area of research, more studies
and experiments are required to determine which human
aspects have greater importance in RE.
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Answers to RQ3: Few studies (18 out of 74) to
date have focused on identifying the most affected
RE phase caused by human aspects. The rest of the
studies considered human factors and the overall RE
process, and many consider other SE phases as well.
The requirements elicitation phase has been identified
as the most affected RE phase by human factors, but
it has not yet been clearly identified which human
aspects impact it the most. Considering relationships
between human aspects, studies have focused on
few combinations and more detailed studies are re-
quired to better identify these human aspect inter-
relationships.

4.4 How do the identified human aspects affect the RE
Process (RQ4)?
The majority of the selected 74 primary studies are focused
on identifying the impact of human aspects on the RE
process. The rest point out the impact on the overall SE
process or the product. Several studies discuss how peo-
ple’s personality affects the RE process, such as how being
extrovert improves communication and interaction with the
users, and how openness and conscientiousness influence
the novelty of ideas which will improve the quality of the re-
quirements gathered [IEE04][IEE25] [ACM02]. Some studies
discuss this personality affect not only in RE, but also in SE.
For example, [ACM15] discuss the importance of assigning
right people to right roles in SE based on their personality
which will lead to perform the task better. In [IEE02], [IEE06]
studies, lack of common understanding of the requirements
has been identified as the affect of Geographical distribution
which will impact on requirements elicitation, negotiation
and specification phases whereas in [SP01], [SP02] studies
identified that Geographical distribution may result in poor
communication which increase the cost of the project, lead
system and project failures. Table 16 provides a summary
of the affects of human aspects in RE/ SE separately con-
sidering the list of human aspects that we have synthesized
from the reviewed studies (Figure 6). Moreover, these affects
of each human aspects have been categorized according to
its nature, considering whether it has positive, negative or
mixed impact and following subsections focus on a detailed
analysis of the effects of human aspects on RE based on the
its nature.

• Nature of the effect of the human aspects in RE Process;
Positive or Negative

Among the selected primary studies, 56.8% report that they
focused on identifying the impact of human aspects in RE
process. The impact was categorized as positive, negative,
both positive and negative or no impact.

Figure 8 shows that from these studies, 40.5% identified
that there is a positive effect. 31% of the studies determined
that the nature of the effect of human aspects on the RE
process was negative. Meanwhile, 26.2% of the studies
identified that there was both positive and negative effects
from human aspects on the RE process. Only 2.3% of the
studies found that there was no impact of human aspects
on the RE process. These suggest that a variety of human
aspects positively or negatively effect the RE process. Thus
it is important to incorporate due consideration of positive
supporting human aspects for the improvement of the RE
process, while mitigating some negative impacts.

Positive
41%

Negative
31%

Both
26%

No impact
2%

Positive

Negative

Both

No impact

Fig. 8: Nature of the impact of human aspect(s) on RE

• Benefit of considering the Positive aspects in RE
Some human aspects positively effect on RE process and
may thus be beneficial for enhancing the RE process. Con-
sidering the studies that have reported positive effects of
human aspects on RE, these benefits can be categorized
based on following criterion.
� Improving the overall RE process

Several studies report that human aspects such as person-
ality, communication issues and culture can have a posi-
tive impact on improving the overall RE process [IEE19]
[IEE20] [ACM02] [ACM11] [SP07] [SB04]. It was determined
that in the RE process, people with extrovert personality
have better interaction and communication skills with other
stakeholders and clients. This will likely result in a better
understanding of the requirements by better deriving the
needs of the clients. Hence, the RE outcomes will improve
and eventually this will produce better software for the
users and will reduce the amount of rework required in the
project.
� Improving quality in the RE process

Communication issues and culture were found to posi-
tively influence improving the quality of the requirements
produced in the RE process [IEE11][IEE27][SP03]. Com-
munication skills improve the quality of the interaction
between analysts and clients. This results in clearer, more
accurate requirements capture. Culture influences on diver-
sity of thinking with multinational teams helps to elicit and
capture better requirements.
� Making productive relationships among team i.e. the

right people in the right roles
It was found that human values, motivation, emotions and
personality all impact on RE process by helping to form
and support productive relationships among the software
team [IEE13][ACM15]. These productive relationships can
be built up among the team members including by iden-
tifying the right people to fill particular roles in the team.
This can be done with the help of individual human aspects
of team members. The authors claim that this better team
formation and role structuring will result in increasing the
performance of each SE phase including the RE process.
� Improving effectiveness of RE phases e.g. elicitation

and analysis
It was also reported that human aspects including per-
sonality, motivation, emotions, communication, human
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TABLE 16: Human Aspects impact on RE and SE

Category Human Aspects Impact on RE Impact om SE Paper ID

Individual
Human
Aspect

Personality

Improve interaction,
Think out of the box and more socializing
Openness, and conscientiousness influence the novelty of ideas
and agreeableness conscientiousness, and extroversion
influence the usefulness of ideas
Being Extrovert helps to communicate
with users and management
Important for understanding stakeholder groups
and for individual-level requirements
when systems can be customised or configured

Improve the decision making
Assigning preferred task based on the personality will lead
to perform the task better - right people to right roles in SE
Personality type of the people involve in the team,
group diversity averted the disruption
improve SE process

IEE04, IEE25
ACM02
ACM15
SB04
SB05

Emotions

Capture more requirements
Increase the corrective actions in elicitation and analysis
Leads to identify specific situations
and requirements successfully
Negative emotions affect user rejection,
reliability and stability of the requirements

Affected by visceral processing based on the appearance
or “look and feel” of a product
Potential to have conflicts - have to consider
more on team composition when forming project team

IEE01, IEE13
IEE10
ACM19

Motivation

Capture more requirements ,
Increase the corrective actions in elicitation and analysis,
Leads to identify specific situations and
requirements successfully,
Engage more in Requirements elicitation,
Important for understanding stakeholder groups
and for individual-level requirements
when systems can be customised or configured

Potential to have conflicts - have to consider more
on team composition when forming project team

IEE01, IEE13,
IEE10,
IEE26, SB05

Human Values
Capture more requirements,
Make RE process more innovative,
Increase the corrective actions in elicitation and analysis

Effect the innovation and originality of the project,
Potential to have conflicts -have to consider more
on team composition when forming project teams

IEE01, IEE02,
IEE13,
IEE23

Culture

Better performance in SRA by multinational teams,
Helps to adapt to the situations (comfortable with
cross cultural situations) and perform RE process confidently,
Better understand requirements

Can cause fear, mistrust or other social problems
which increase the failure risk
Differentiate the phases of software
development life cycle

IEE11, IEE24,
IEE20,
IEE08, SB08

Physical Issues
Resistance to ask more questions - leads to lack of requirements
elicitation and apparently it will doom the project IEE09

Technical
Human
Aspects

Domain Knowledge
Effectively conduct requirements elicitation activity,
Missing or incomplete requirements or wrong information collection Overall project failure IEE14, IEE19

Task workload
Have to revise the system to reduce or
eliminate overload, and wait till human factors
experts to make suggestions

IEE03

Human Errors
Misunderstanding of requirements,
Quality of the requirements will be affected Failure of software projects IEE16, IEE22

Team
Human
Aspects

Communication issues

Help to derive real needs of stakeholders,
Help to have better interaction between users and team
Improve the quality of requirements,
Increase the performance between client and analysts
during requirements validation,
Impact strongly on productivity and integrity
in requirements negotiation

Reduce developers rework
Increase less amount of errors in later phases
of Software development

IEE19, IEE20,
IEE27, SP03,
SP07, SP12,
SP15

Geographic Distribution/ Time Zone

Unsuccessful face-to-face interview
and brainstorming sessions limit the creativity of RE
Impact on requirements gathering, negotiation and specification
Lack of a common understanding of requirements

Cause lack of effective communication
and lack of team work
Ineffective communication may increase cost
and lead to system and project failures.

IEE06, IEE02,
SP01, SP02

Knowledge Sharing
Reduce the trust level and ability to share work artifacts
during RE IEE02

values and domain knowledge also have a positive
impact on improving the effectiveness of RE phases
[IEE01][IEE14][IEE16] [SP01][SP15][WI04][SB05]. It was
shown that an individual’s personality and motivation
increase their engagement in the requirements elicitation
phase. This then helps them to more effectively capture
requirements. The use of effective communication also im-
pacts on eliciting more accurate requirements. Meanwhile,
requirements engineer domain knowledge improves the
effectiveness of the requirements analysis phase as the re-
quirements engineers have a better understanding of the
requirements. Emotions and human values help require-
ments engineers to better empathise with and understand
clients. This was shown to provide a beneficial effect on both
capturing requirements and analysing them.
� Improving requirements engineers’ decision-making,

open-mindedness and confidence
Another positive impact of human aspects that was deter-
mined in a few primary studies was that they can help
to improve requirements engineers’ decision-making, open-
mindedness and confidence when engaging in the RE pro-
cess. In [IEE04] and [IEE24], it was shown how personality
and culture can both positively influence and improve re-
quirements engineers’ abilities. For example, When require-
ments engineers have an extrovert personality type, they
are keen on achieving more effective communication with
their clients, socializing with them, and thinking “out of
the box”. These all help to improve their decision making
and confidence when making RE-related decisions. Their
cultural differences may also help them to adapt to different
requirements engineering situations as being more comfort-
able in them. This can help them to be more open-minded
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when engaging in the RE process.
� Adding novel, creative performance and innovation

to RE
Studies [IEE02], [IEE23, [IEE25] and [SP04] show that some
human aspects can help to improve novelty, creativity or
inventiveness in the RE process. Openness and conscien-
tiousness personality types can have a positive influence
on the resulting novelty of ideas. Individual creativity can
also help to make the RE process more innovative, and the
authors claim this can help software organizations and their
clients gain a competitive advantage.
� Reducing errors in RE and later phases in software

development
Reducing errors during RE is another positive

impact due to human aspects such as improved
communication, found in study [SP12]. It was identified
that when there is less problematic communication issues
between requirements engineers and clients and between
requirements engineers and developers, there will likely be
less errors in the RE process and later phases of software
development using the requirements. Effort put into
improving these communications is thus likely to provide
a high payoff in terms of reduced errors and improved RE
and software quality.

• Effect of Negative aspects and the approaches to mitigate it
Although the majority of primary studies that reported an
effect of human aspects on RE mentioned various positive
impacts, sometimes there are negative ones as well. This
includes the studies that directly identify negative impacts
of human aspects on RE, as well as the studies that have
discussed both negative and positive impacts that they
found. Some of the studies have suggested approaches that
could be used to mitigate some of these negative effects.

Emotions can be negatively effected during RE and some
mitigation strategies have been suggested to overcome their
negative effects. In studies [IEE01], [IEE10], [IEE12], [SB04]
and [SB05], it was reported that negative emotions directly
affect user rejection, eliciting and analysing of requirements,
the reliability and stability of the requirements, and they
may increase the potential to have conflicts and impact
on the outcome of the product. These emotions may come
from requirements engineers, clients, other developers or
all three. Some mitigation approaches have been suggested
for this impact in studies [IEE10] and [IEE12]. These include
considering more carefully team composition when forming
project teams, and by analysing obstacles to developer mo-
tivations. Here, emotional responses can be used to invoke
appropriate motivations, while potential negative emotions
might be detected and converted to more positive responses.

Communication problems is another major human as-
pect that can be effected negatively when it is not properly
supported. According to several studies, including [IEE02],
[IEE17], [SP01], [SP02] and [SB07], communication issues
may result in several serious negative impacts in the RE pro-
cess. It will directly impact on requirements elicitation, spec-
ification and negotiation with a lack of common understand-
ing of requirements, missing or incomplete requirements,
wrong information collection, and poor delivery of require-
ments. This often occurs where developers face difficulties

in understanding what clients really want. This will result
in client dissatisfaction, higher cost of the project, lower RE
and software quality, and finally potential overall project
failure. To mitigate these negative communication effects,
the studies suggested introducing specific training that will
reduce communication gaps between the parties, provide
prior knowledge about the clients, using a communication
check list guide requirements engineers, and better consid-
ering and incorporating the communication human aspect
when forming and managing RE teams [IEE02][SP02][SP03].

Culture can also negatively effect RE, often together with
problematic communication issues. Cultural differences can
lead to miscommunication which will delay the RE process,
reduce requirements quality, and add more work to other
software team members. Moreover, it can cause fear, mis-
trust or other social problems which increases the risk of fail-
ure and slows progress of the project [IEE08][IEE24][SB07].
Together with culture, geographic distribution and time
zone issues can also effect negatively on RE process. Ge-
ographic distribution and different time zones leads to
difficulties in face to face discussions and brainstorming
sessions, limiting creativity in RE, as well as being more
challenging for team communication. Moreover, it may lead
to difficulties of dealing with large amounts of information
from various sources, and obtaining, validating and refin-
ing requirements requires extra effort [IEE06][SP16][SB07].
According to these studies, the negative effects of time
zone and geographic differences can be mitigated through
engaging in more causal discussions prior to formal meet-
ings, looking to change the distribution of team member
roles between countries that have similar time differences,
and using various tools e.g. the ShyWiki tool that has
been proposed to help overcome distributed brainstorming
problems.

Lack of motivation, different human values, lack of
domain knowledge, heavy task workload, human errors
and restrictions on knowledge sharing are other human
aspects that can have negative effects on RE. Individuals
with lack of motivation and different human values may
have an increased risk of having conflicts. This may be mit-
igated by paying more attention to team composition when
forming project teams [IEE12][IEE13][SP04]. Task workload
is another aspect that may negatively impact on RE. With
overloaded tasks, it is difficult to conduct proper RE pro-
cesses. The tasks needs to be revised or reduced to overcome
this problem.

Due to human errors, requirements can be
misunderstood and the quality of the requirements
will be affected, resulting in failure of software projects.
The studies suggested some prevention strategies to
mitigate the effect of human errors, including designing
a communication plan, creating dictionary/glossary of
terms, and better knowledge transfer within the RE team so
that human errors can be reduced [IEE16][IEE22]. Lack of
domain knowledge and restrictions on knowledge sharing
may lead to wrong requirements collection and missing
actual requirements. This negatively impacts requirements
elicitation and specification [IEE02][IEE19]. However, most
of these studies have only identified the negative impact
and suggested mitigation approaches. Further studies are
needed to verify that these suggestions might actually be
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Answers to RQ4: The majority of the studies focused
on identifying some form of impact of human aspects
on the RE process. These impacts have been identified
as positive, negative, both positive and negative, or
no impact. Many studies (40.5%) identified that there
is a positive impact. Some studies identified some
negative impacts and many of these suggested some
mitigation strategies as well. However, further stud-
ies are needed to evaluate these strategies in practical
RE scenarios.

4.5 Identified key research gaps

As shown in Figure 9, among the primary studies selected,
33 focused purely on the effect of one human aspect, 19
studies were focused on combination of aspects, and the
other 22 studies considered combinations of more than
two human aspects in their studies. The individually most
studied aspects were communication issues (7 studies),
personality (6), and human values including creativity (5).
Gender, motivation and emotions have been investigated
in 2 or 3 of the studies. human aspects such as attitude,
age, geographical distribution/time zone, self-management
appear individually in one study each.

Considering combinations of human aspects, most of the
combinations were unique. The most commonly studied
combination was emotions and motivation, which was
investigated in 3 studies [IEE10][IEE12][ACM08]. Combi-
nations such as personality, human values and communi-
cation issues [SP10][SP12], personality and communication
issues [SP06][SP07], emotions, motivation and human val-
ues [IEE01] [SB04] and culture, communication issues and
geographic distribution [IEE17][SB07] were also considered
in more than one study. All the other human aspect combi-
nations have been studied once opening several possibilities
of future research areas. Personality & emotions [SB01],
personality & attitude [SB03], culture & communication
issues [IEE20], culture & geographic distribution [IEE08]
and human values, communication & culture [IEE02] are
some unique combinations that have been considered only
in one of the selected primary studies.

When observing personality, almost all studies focused
on the whole SE process, with RE just one phase considered
[IEE25], [IEE05], [ACM02], [ACM04], [ACM15], [SB04]. As
a result there are a lack of primary studies that directly
focus on the effects of individual personality on the RE

process, or sub-processes of RE. This contrasts with iden-
tification of communication issues that have often specif-
ically targeted RE phases, such as requirements elicitation
[SP01][SP05][SB02], requirements validation [SP03], or the
whole RE process [ACM11]. Hence, there is a gap in research
to date in identifying how individual personality might
effect RE phases, positively or negatively.

Gender is another human aspect that lacks much re-
search to date in terms of its impact on the RE pro-
cess. Again most of the studies related to gender have
focused on SE in general, including RE as one phase
[IEE18][ACM10][ACM16]. Hence, there is a lack of studies
that focus on potential gender bias situations or other gen-
der issues and its effect in RE. Motivations and emotions
are two important human aspects where impact needs to be
considered in the RE process. Several studies have identified
that they have both positive and negative effects on the SE
process. These two aspects have been investigated together
in 3 studies, and 2 have specifically focused on their impact
on RE [IEE10][IEE12]. Human aspects including domain
knowledge, human errors, physical issues, team maturity,
attitude have been considered related RE, but there are
few studies regarding each aspect. Thus there is a clear
possibility of valuable future studies focusing on each or
combinations of these aspects.

Another research gap we identified is that among the 74
primary studies, 75.7% of them have not identified what
is the most effected RE phase from the human aspects
that they considered. This shows that though the studies
focused on identifying the effect of human aspects in RE,
the majority were unable to identify the most effected phase.
Few studies have focused their research on one particular
phase in RE. For example, in [SP01][SP05][IEE07][IEE26]
and [SB02] the requirements elicitation phase was specifi-
cally studied. In [SP03], the requirements validation phase
was specifically studied. This implies that there is a need
for more studies that explain the effect of different human
aspects on all RE phases.

We have also identified that only 31% of the selected
primary studies have investigated relationships between
different human aspects and then focused on identifying
what these relationships are. Studies such as [IEE08] [IEE20]
[IEE22] [IEE25] [IEE27] [SP09] [SP10] [SP12] and [WI02]
have focused on more than one human aspects. However,
they have not identified whether there is a relationship or
not between these human aspects in RE. Hence, there is a
need to better identify the relationships between various
human aspects, so that a proper taxonomy of human aspect
impact on RE can be designed. Considering each human
aspect in the studies, there are a variety of areas that
researchers could usefully focus on in future studies.

4.6 Threats to validity

A standard threat of all SLRs is selection bias. We have
addressed this by conducting comprehensive searches us-
ing the most commonly used databases by other SLRs in
the SE context. We also followed Kitchenham and Char-
ters [20] guidelines closely to help in minimizing errors
when conducting this SLR. However, due to the variety of
search strategies that we had to use for searching different
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databases and limitations of lengthy search strings, we faced
some challenges in finding all the possible related studies.
To overcome this, we used several search strings for one
particular database and checked the search string that gives
most number of related studies. We conducted this step for
each database to find out most number of related studies for
our SLR. We also used forward snowballing from references
to find any additional studies that may have been missed.
There is however still a possibility of missing a few related
studies that have been published after our paper selection
process.

Another challenge we faced was how to minimize inac-
curacy when performing data extraction. For that, the data
extraction process was conducted with the close supervision
of both second and third authors of this paper. They were
closely involved in deciding how and what data would be
extracted, and conducting some duplicate data extraction
and compared result to the first author, discussing differ-
ences and resolving via consensus to minimize bias in the
data extraction process. The evaluation of the quality of
selected papers was also challenging. As the majority of
the papers have been published recently, we were not able
to take into account the citation count as a reliable quality
criteria. Hence, we have focused more on the content of the
papers as well as the published venues of the papers to
overcome this challenge.

Grouping of human aspects was another challenge that
we faced during the data synthesis phase of the SLR. Since
we are considering all human aspects reported in the se-
lected primary studies, there were a variety of terms used
for the same human aspects and categorization of these
aspects was a challenging task without a standard taxonomy
of human aspects in the SE context. To overcome this issue,
we decided to do the groupings based on the definitions of
each aspect which have been already used in SE context.
We have focused on RE or SE papers that consider RE as a
one phase of it and, excluded the papers that focus on other
areas of SE though they have focused on human aspects.
Hence, there is a challenge of finding all the appropriate
studies that may be missed due to not using all possible
search terms. For example; we used a wide variety of human
aspects and RE terms to get most appropriate studies, but
there may be any related studies in e.g. HCI and Design
domains that do not use the term ’requirements’. We did
look fo such papers, including these terms in our searches,
but we were unable to find any human aspect related studies
impacting RE. This can be considered as another area of
further study using a wider range of terms related to these
non-SE domains.

Not having sufficient details in the primary studies
about target application domain,size, granularity, team size,
and organization size is another challenge that we faced
during data extraction and analysis. It is likely that these
characteristics have a potential to be influenced by various
human aspects, or might not be impacted at all. Many of
our primary studies did not provide such details as they
have generally focused on SE/RE teams and processes.
Hence we were unable to extract and synthesize them to
a comprehensive extent.

5 RECOMMENDATIONS

As requirements engineering (RE) is one of the most cru-
cial processes in SE, improvements in the RE process will
improve the whole SE process [49]. Hence, it is vital to
consider human aspects related to RE which have not yet
been paid much attention to in SE research to date. Based on
the findings of this SLR, reported future work and identified
key research gaps, we have identified several key challenges
in the area of studying the impact of human aspects on RE.
We frame these below as a set of recommendations to the SE
research community for further research in human aspects
on RE.

1. More studies are needed directly focused on the
effects of human aspects on RE: Among the selected 74
primary studies, only 35 studies focus on specifically RE,
whereas the rest considered the SE process in general, RE
being discussed often as a minor part. More RE-focused
research on investigating the effects of human aspects is
needed.

2. More practical guidelines and recommendations:
Most primary studies to date investigating the impact of
human aspects on RE provide theoretical or academic mod-
els, strategies or prototypes. Few have focused on providing
working models that were trialled in the software industry.
Many mention validation of these theoretical solutions as
future work. Studies providing a working model, tool or set
of guidelines that can be practically used in real-world RE
processes by software practitioners would be very helpful.

3. Real-world, representative evaluations: Many studies
used academics and students, and those running industry
based trials were mainly restricted to a single team, project,
company, or country. New studies should address these
limitations by validating their proposed solutions with more
representative and larger scale, more diverse situations.

4. Some human aspects may need more study in terms
of their impact on RE: 33 primary studies focused on only
one human aspect. Among these, communication issues
and personality differences were the two human aspects
considered individually. However, communication issues
has been studied mostly related to RE, whereas personality
has been studied mostly related to SE in general. Only
a few other human aspects were studied in more than a
couple of studies, including emotions, motivation, human
values, geographic and time zone differences. Many human
aspects were investigated only in a very few studies, as
shown in Figure 9, and their impact on SE generally and
not specifically RE or RE phases.

5. More studies are needed that consider multiple
human aspects impacting on RE: Very few primary studies
consider more than one human aspect. Only a few com-
binations of human aspects have been investigated in a
single study. We observed that the emotions and motivation
combination is the most studied combination – in only three
studies. There is an opportunity for more studies on the
effects of different combinations of human aspects on RE.

6. More investigation is needed on what are actually
the most influential human aspects on RE, both positively
and negatively: All of our primary studies investigated
some factor relating to the impact of human aspects on RE.
However we could find no study that directly discussed
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identifying what are the most influential human aspect(s)
on RE. Some human aspects may impact RE but not much.
Others might have a great influence, in general, in combina-
tion, or in certain situations.

7. Investigating which phases of RE are more impacted
by human aspects: Only a quarter of the primary studies fo-
cused on identifying the most affected RE phase by human
aspects, the majority focusing on requirements elicitation.
Impact of human aspects on other RE phases are much less
investigated. Conducting studies which try and identify the
impact of human aspects on different phases of RE, and
which phase(s) are more highly affected by which human
aspects, would be valuable.

8. Identification of the relationships between human
aspects and their effect on RE: Only 23 (31%) of the pri-
mary studies identified that there is a relationship between
the different human aspects considered in the studies and
conducting RE. These human aspects can positively or neg-
atively impact the RE process. Determining what the effects
of different human aspects and combinations of human
aspects are on RE is still an emerging area of research. There
is a need in future research projects for methods to both
capture what these human aspects are, identification of the
actual positive and negative effects of these human aspects
on RE, and investigation of tangible ways we can improve
the RE process by incorporating due consideration of these
human aspects.

9. Investigating the influence of the target application
domain, team size, organization size, etc: We have not
directly analysed the influence of the domain studied in the
primary studies, the team or organisation sizes, etc. Also,
we identified that there is lack of sufficient data in many
of the primary studies to be able to extract and synthesize
all of these within this study. Hence, there is a potential
for another study that focuses on the influence of various
human aspects based on different software project domains
and team and organisational characteristics and their impact
on the RE/SE processes.

10. Need of a more comprehensive and agreed tax-
onomy of human aspects: When we identified our set of
human aspects that have been studied to date, we tried
to categorize them into broadly different kinds of human
aspects. While doing this, we identified that there is a need
for a more comprehensive and agreed taxonomy of human
aspects in SE in genera, including wide range of keywords
representing these. Building this taxonomy is another broad
research area and we have begun a project investigating this
aspect which can be incorporated into future studies.

6 CONCLUSION

To conduct this SLR, 74 primary studies related to human
aspects of RE process were selected and the human aspects
were categorized into three areas namely; individual, tech-
nical, and team. The majority of the primary studies have
focused on individual related aspects. Among the studies,
35 focused purely on the RE process and the rest focused
on SE in general, but including RE as a phase of it. Among
the set of human aspects, communication issues (7 studies),
personality (6), human values (5), gender (3), motivation (3)
and emotions (2) and culture (2) are the individually most

considered aspects. communication issues were the most
widely studied aspect related to RE including considering
the impact of communication on different phases of RE.
Even though personality was the second most studied human
aspect, it was not studied specifically focusing on RE, but
in terms of SE in general. A number other human aspects
impact on RE have only been considered in single studies to
date, and some not at all.These may benefit from investiga-
tion in future studies, individually and/or in combination.

The main aim of this research was to identify how
human aspects affect the RE process by answering 4 research
questions (RQs). The first RQ revealed the key motivation,
goal and objectives of conducting each of the primary
studies on the effect of human aspects in RE. The second
RQ targeted at identifying the current status of research
studies in this area, considering what human aspects have
been studied to date relating to the RE process, what kind
of methodologies have been used to study them, how their
evaluations have been performed, and overall limitations
and potential future work proposed by each of the studies.
Our third research question tried to identify the human
aspects that have been shown to be the most influential
on the RE process, and the relationships (if any) between
different human aspects and their impact on RE. We found
that so far there have been no studies conducted to identify
the most influential aspect(s) on the RE process and how
these human aspects inter-relate to impact RE. Our fourth
RQ focused on identifying the positive and negative impacts
of human aspects on the RE process that have been found
to date. The majority of the studies found a positive impact
(40% of studies) and 32% found a negative impact. Some
studies found both positive and negative impacts, or no
impact, of different human aspects on the RE process.

The findings of our SLR will be beneficial for under-
standing the effect of different human aspects on RE pro-
cess. The research community can focus on specific under-
researched human aspects, aspect combinations, RE phases,
developing practical guidelines and tools, and conducting
studies with industry to better identify their impacts and
provide better solutions. By understanding these potential
effects of human aspects on RE, software industry practi-
tioners can be take due consideration of them when forming
and managing teams, conducting the RE process and its
phases, and in leveraging positive effects to improve RE
while mitigating any negative ones.
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